
Welcome to Revealed Japan Vol. 1; a fusion of the traditional and cultural sounds of Japan 
combined with the Revealed sound. 
 
With a following spanning all across the world, we want to embrace the musical diversity of the 
Revealed family. And the first country in our global series showcasing the sounds from all around the 
world is, Japan. 
 
Revealed Japan Vol. 1 is a collection of 795 samples and 128 presets for Sylenth1 to give your 
tracks the signature Revealed sound, with a Japanese influence. 
 
Whether you're looking for Kicks, Gongs, Percussion, Drum Loops, an impressive FX section, or an 
extensive collection of Japanese Vocals, you will find it all here. To speed up your workflow, all 
samples are labeled by their root key, if a discernible pitch was defined.  
 
Additionally, you'll find 128 Japanese-inspiring presets for Sylenth1 so you can give your music an 
authentic and original touch. As always, modwheels are assigned to each preset to give you further 
sonic options and possibilities when trying to find the right sound to finish your track. 
 
Reveal Yourself. 
 
FREE BONUS: With your purchase you will also get "Revealed Chiptune". An 8bit/chiptune/video 
game library filled with 775 samples and 32 presets for Sylenth1! 
 
 
Revealed Japan Vol. 1 - Details  
 
CLAPS [10 samples] 
 
DRUM LOOPS (128 BPM) [50 samples] 
 
EFFECTS [140 samples] 
Atmosphere [10 samples] 
Downlifters [10 samples] 
Impacts [10 samples] 
Instrument FX [35 samples] 
Kumi-Daiko Reverb Hits [50 samples] 
Punches [15 samples] 
Sub Booms [5 samples] 
Uplifters [5 samples] 
 
FILLS (128 BPM) [10 samples] 
 
GONGS [20 samples) 
Gong Crashes [10 samples] 
Gong Rides [10 samples] 
 
HIHATS [50 samples] 
Closed Hihats [25 samples] 
Open Hihats [25 samples] 
 



INSTRUMENTS [80 samples] 
Instrument Loops [15 samples] 
 
KICKS [95 samples] 
Kicks [20 samples] 
Taiko Festival Kicks [10 samples] 
Taiko Stomps [15 samples] 
Taiko Transients [50 samples] 
 
PERCUSSION [75 samples] 
 
SNARES [20 samples] 
Kiai Snares [10 samples] 
 
VOCALS [245 samples] 
Extras [11 samples] 
Hiragana [104 samples] 
Kiai [10 samples] 
Female Vocals [50 samples] 
Male Vocals [70 samples] 
 
SYLENTH1 SOUNDSET 
128 Japanese-sounding/inspired presets for Sylenth1  
 
 
795 samples, 128 presets 
Core synthesizer patch mapping and programming  
All presets assigned intuitive modwheel parameters 
 
Preset format(s): .fxb (Full Bank) + .fxp (Individual Presets) 
Approx. 610MB installed / Approx. 530MB Compressed .zip download  
Note: Presets Require Full Retail Version of Sylenth1 3.0.32 or later 
 
 
BONUS: Revealed Chiptune  
 
BASS [80 samples] 
 
EFFECTS [95 samples] 
FX [25 samples] 
Lazers [20 samples] 
Noise [50 samples] 
 
HIHATS [40 samples] 
KICKS [55 samples] 
PERCUSSION [125 samples] 
SNARES [20 samples] 
SYNTHS [360 samples] 
 
SYLENTH1 SOUNDSET 



32 chiptune/8bit/video-game presets for Sylenth1  
 
 
775 samples, 32 presets 
Core synthesizer patch mapping and programming  
All presets assigned intuitive modwheel parameters 
 
Preset format(s): .fxb (Full Bank) + .fxp (Individual Presets) 
Approx. 142MB installed / Approx. 112MB Compressed .zip download  
Note: Presets Require Full Retail Version of Sylenth1 3.0.32 or later
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